Introduction
Effective gear designs balance strength, durability, reliability, size. weight, and cost. Even mesh.
crack propagation paths can be a valuable aid 10 the designer to prevent such catastrophic failures.
Pertaining to crack analy is, linear elastic fracture mechanics applied to gear teeth has become increasingly popular. The objective of the current work is to study the effect of moving gear tooth load on crack propagation predictions. 'Iwo-dimensional analysis of an involute spur gear using the finite element method is discussed, Also, three-dimen ional analysis of a spiral-bevel pinion gear using the boundary element method is discu ed, A quasi- www.gearI9chnology.com. (crackedtooth) produced ten ion at the crack tip. The stre s iDlen"ity factors as a function of ge!U' rotation were then determiaed by multipjyi'ng the stressimensity factors determined from the units' loads ( (Fig. 43) was much larger than that of K/l (Fig. 41» . This implied thai, K, was the driving force in the crackpropagation, KIf' however, affected the crack propagation angle, as will be shown in the next section, In order to simulate gear crack propagation, a modificat.ion to tile Brdogan and Sjh theory was postulared in the current study. This modified theory slate that the crack extension starts at the crack tip and grows in the direction of the greatest tangentiol tre s as seen during engagement of the gear teeth, The procedure to calculate the crack direction is as follows: I) K/3.Ild Kllare determined as 3 ,fullction of gear rotation (Figs. 4a and 4b, as described ia jhe previees section), 2) the ratio of K, to K/I as a function of gear 1:100a-tion is determined (Fig. 4c) , 3) 8 m (using Eq. 2) as a function of gear rotauon is determined (Fig. 4(1) . 4) (100 (u ing Eq . .I) as a function of gear rotation is determined (Fig. 4e) , 5) the predicted crack direction is the value of 9", (Fig. 4a) ince KI was much larger than Ku (see Eq. I). The tangential tres was largest al the HPSTC (gear rotation of 23") and the predicted crack propagation angle at thi gear rotation was ,9"," 4.3".
sing thi propagation angle. the crack was extended by 0.26 mm (0.010 in.), re-me hed, rean_aJyzed. and a new prepagation angle wa. calculated using the method de. cribed above. This procedure was repeated a number of times 'to produce a total crack lengjh of 2.38 mm (0.094 in.), The O.26-mm crack: exten ion length wac based on prior experience in rderto produce a mooth crack path. Figure 5 shows the stres: intensity factors versus gear rotation for a number of crack length . Note that the mode Lstres , intensity faetors looked imilar but with increa ed magnitude as the crack length itncreased. In all. case , the selected crack propagation angle occurred when the tooth load was placed a.t me HPSTC. Figure 6 . hows a similar analysis bl.l1 with a model of a thin-rimmed gear. Here. the gear was modeled based 011 the previous design, but wi.lIl lOIS incorporated in the rim 1.0 imuiatea thin-rimmed gear. The backup ratio for thi model was 0.2. A. een, the magnitude of the mode I. stres s inten ity factors during len. ion (gear rotations 1.8" 10 45°) were larger than that of the 3.3 backup ratio gear. Also, there was a significant increase in 'the compre sive 1(1 (gear rotation le than 18°) due to the inerea ed compliance of the thin rim gear.
Comparison ,(6 Bxperiment . Figure 7 how the results of the .allaty i compared to experimental tests in a gear fatigue apparatus. The original model (backup ratio of 3.3). as de eribed before. was compared along with model of backup, ratio of 1.0 and 0.3. These later two models were created using lOIs in tile gear blank. as previously de cribed. The experiments were first reported by Lewicki As a final n te, the llnal)' i indicated thatthe maximum tangential tress at the crock tip alway occurred when the tooth load was positioned at the HPSTC. Thus, for two-dimensional analysi .cra k simulation ba ed all calculated stress intensity factorsand mixed mode erac angle prediction teearuques can use a Lmple static analysi in which the tooth load i located at the HPSl1 . Thi was ba ed on a modification 'to the Erdogan and Sih crack extension theory and 'the fact that the mode I tre s intensity factor was mu h larger than lhe mode WI factor.
Three-DimenionaJ Analy I Gear Modelirlg. The three-dirnen ional analy- Note that load case l l corresponds to the load at the HPSTC, For each load case using the boundary element method, tractions were applied normal to the surface, to the appropriate ellipse with the magnitude equal to the tooth normal force divided by the ellipse area.
Crack PropagaJion: Sim.ulalion. The procedure fer the three-dimen ional crack propagation simulation of the OH-58 piral-bevel pinion was as follows. For each of the load case of Figure   9 , the mode I and mode IT stres inlensity factors were determined at 25 points along the crack front (note that for three-dimen ions, there is a crack front, not just a crack tip as, in two-dimensions). The extended crack direction at each of these 25 points were detennined uing the modified Erdogan and. Sih crack extension theory as described in th.e two-dimensional ana1ysis. That is, as the cracked spiral-bevel pinion tOOUl was engaged in the me 1' 1, the crack extension started at each point along the crack: front and grew in the direction of the greatest tangential stress at those points during mesh. (3) geometry face as a 3-or 4-sided surface.) For step 3,. the crack front was a member of three adjacent geometry faces, thus producing 27 points along the crack front, Figure 10 shows the stress intensity factor distribution along the crack front for step 1 (crack area of 5.96 mm 2 (0.. 009 in.
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». Similar to the spur gear analyses, K[ was larger as the load moved from the root to the tip due to the larger load lever arm. Other than absolute magnitude, the K, distributions along the crack front looked similar for the various load cases. Figure 11 depicts the stress intensity factors plotted against load case (at a point along the front, biased toward the toe, normalized position along the crack front of 0.83) This figure shows the simulated distribution as the pinion engages in mesh with the gear. Note again that the ratio of KI/ to K, was not constant during engagement.
noted that the loading was placed only at the HPSTC for the last three steps. This was due to modeling difficulties encountered using the multi-load analysis. It was felt that this simplification did not significa:ntly affect the results due to the smoothing curve-fit used. In addition, the tangential stress near the crack tip was either largest, or near its largest. value, when the load was placed at the HPSTC.
Comparison to Experiments. Figure 13 shows the results of the analysis compared to experimental tests. The experimental tests were performed in an actual helicopter transmission test facility. As was done with the gear fatigue tests described before, notches were fabricated in the fillet of the OH-58 pinion teeth to promote fatigue cracking. The pinion was run at full speed and with a variety of increasing loads until failure occurred. Shown ill the figure are three teeth that fractured from the pinion during the tests (Fig. 13b) . Although the notches were slightly dLfferent in size, the fractured teeth had basically the same shape.
A side view of the crack propagation simulation is shown in Figure 13a for comparison to the photograph of the tested pinion in Figure  13b . From the simulation, the crack immediately tapered up toward the tooth tip at the heel end. This trend matched that seen from the tests ..At the toe end, the simulation showed the crack progressing in a relatively straight path. This also matched the trend from the tests. Toward the latter stages of the simulation, however, the crack tended to taper toward the tooth tip at the toe end. This did not match the tests. One problem encountered in the simulation during the later steps was that the crack at the heel end of the tooth became close to the actual contact ellipses. It was felt that the crack-contact interaction may have influenced the trajectory predictions to cause the discrepancy. Spievak (Ref. 22) reported on another method to account for the non-uniform Ku to K[ ratio during pinion tooth engagement This method considered contributions from. all load cases in the crack angle prediction scheme and presented a method to accumulate the load effects. From these studies, reported crack propagation sirnulation of an OH-58 pinion also predicted the erroneous taper toward the tooth tip at the toe end. Again, the crack-contact interaction may have influenced the trajectory predictions to cause the discrepancy ..Spievak also reported on a simulation using only the load at the HPSTC. The crack Figure 12 shows exploded views of the pinion trajectories from that simulation were similar to crack: simulation after seven steps. It should be the trajectories in the current study. It should be 20 JANUARY/FEBRUARY noted that the proposed method in the current l:udy to account for moving tooth load . for the three-dimen ionaI analysis was extremely cumbersome. It is therefore felt that the analysis using only the load a! the HPSTC appeared accurate as long a the crack: did not. approach the contact region on the tooth.
'Conclusions A study to determine the effect of moving gear tooth load on crack propagation predictions was performed. Two-dimensional analysis of an involute spur gear using Ule finite element method wa investigated, AI. o, three-dimen ional analysis of a piral-bevel piniongear using the 'boundary element method was discu sed. The following conclusions were derived:
I.) A modified theory for predicting gear crack propagation paths based on the.criteria of Erdogan and Sih was validated. This theory slated that as a cracked gear tooth was 'engaged in me .h, the crack extension started at the crack tip and grew ill tile direction of the greatesttangential stress during mesh.
2) For two-dimensional analy is, crack sirnulation based on calculated stre intensity factors and mixed mode crack angle prediction techruque.s can use a imple tatie analy is in which the tooth load i located at the highest point of single tooth contact.
3) For three-dimensional analysis, crack simulation can also use a simple static aaalysi .in which the tooth load i located at We highest point of Ingle 'looth contact as long as the crack does not approach the contact regien on the tooth. 0
